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In this paper, a parameterized variational principle based on a mixed functional obtained by

a linear combination of the total potential energy functional, the modified Hellinger-Reissner

functional, and the Hu-Washizu functional with two constrained parameters is proposed, and

the mathematical characteristics of the variational equation of the principle are investigated for

the analysis of boundary value problems in linear elasticity. It is first proved that the Euler

-Lagrange equations of the variational equation is identical to the governing equations for the

given problem. Then existence of the unique solution of the variational equation is systemat

ically proved by showing that the energy bilinear form is weakly-coercive. As an application,

the stress/strain smoothing can be obtained as a form of mixed FEM based on the variational

equation.

Key Words: Unified Variational Principle, Mixed Finite Element Method(FEM), Existence

of the Unique Solution, Equivalence of Mixed and Displacement Based FEM,

Weakly-coercive

1. Introduction

Several variational principles were developed

as basis of the finite element method (FEM) in

linear elasticity (e. g., Washizu, 1982). Among

them, the principle of minimum potential energy

leads to a variational equation involving positive

definite bilinear forms that guarantees such desir

able mathematical properties as boundedness,

completeness and convergence (e. g., aden and

Reddy, 1976). Therefore, displacement based

finite elemat mothod using this principle have

been widely adopted in analyzing linear elastic

problems.

However, there are some inevitable short

comings in displacement based FEM by treating
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only the displacement field as an independent

variable. Typical examples are loss of accuracy in

stress/strain obtained from the derivatives of the

displacement field on the boundary, and locking

phenomena in "constrained problems," such as

nearly incompressible elastic problems and bend

ing of plates and shells (e. g., Zienkiewicz, 1977;

Stolarski and Belytschko, 1983). Hence, in dis

placement based FEM, much research has been

carried out to numerically overcome these short

comings (e. g., aden and Brauchli, 1971; Hinton

and Campbell, 1974; Cantin et al., 1978; Zienki

ewicz et al., 1971; Belytschko et aI., 1981; Stolars

ki et al., 1983).

On the other hand, mixed finite element

methods which treat stress/strain fields as addi

tional independent variables provide more flexi

bility in the formulation of the finite element

models. The flexibility has been used to improve

the finite element formulations but it also creates

a need for additional care. One of the most impor

tant applications of mixed FEM is to provide

indirectly a theoretical basis for several numerical

techniques an displacementbased FEM (e. g.,
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Malkus and Hughes, 1978; Shimodaira, 1984;

Stolarski and Belytschko, 1986; Simo and

Hughes, 1986). For example, the reduced integra

tion technique had not been regarded as a valid

method until the equivalence of a class of mixed

models with reduced integration single-field ele

ments in linear elastic problems was proved by

Malkus and Hughes (1978).

While there are advantages to mixed FEM

theory, there are theoretical difficulties not yet

solved. First, the existence of the unique solutions

of all mixed variational equations has not been

proven. Therefore, it can happen that in mixed

FEM the stiffness matrices become singular when

certain shape functions are adopted (Mirza and

Olson, 1980), which prohibited wide use of the

method. Recently, several approaches were devel

oped to cope with this difficulty. A numerical

method was developed to convert the indefinite

system into a positive definite system by prernulti

plying the transpose of the stiffness matrix to the

stiffness matrix (Mirza, 1984). However, this

significantly increases computational efforts. To

avoid this problem, a generalized mixed var

iational principle based on a combined functional

of the potential energy functional and the Helhn

ger-Reissner functional was proposed and mathe

matically shown that the variational equation of

the principle involves positive definite bilinear

forms (Slivker, 1984; Lee and Lee, (990). How

ever, strict constraints were imposed in the con

struction of the mixed functional for the positive

definiteness of the energy bilinear form. The

constraints in turn seriously restrict the develop

ment of various mixed models with good numeri

cal performance.

Second, mixed FEM based on existing var

iational principles does not provide a complete

theoretical basis for numerical techniques of dis

placement based FEM. This explains why most

equivalences of the mixed models with single field

models are satisfied numerically only when spe

cial shape functions in mixed FEM and special

numerical integration algorithms in displacement

based FEM are used (e. g., Malkus and Hughes,

1978; Shimodaira, 1984; Stolarski and Belytschko,

1986). To provide a more generalized equivalence

theory of mixed FEM with displacement based

FEM, a new unified variational principle needs to

be developed.

To guarantee existence and uniqueness of solu

tions and to offer a basis for the development of

other various mixed models, it is required that the

new unified variational principle should provide

variational equations with weakly-coercive, not

necessarily positive definite, energy bilinear forms

(e. g., Oden and Reddy, 1976). Felippa(l994)

suggested a construction method for various par

ameterized functionals and their associated var

iational principle but did not investigate the

mathematical aspects of the functionals such as

the existence and uniqueness of solutions.

Furthermore, to establish a more concrete var

iational basis for numerical techniques of dis

placement based FEM, it is desirable that one

derive the basic variational equation for the tech

niques from the parameterized variational princi

ple.

In this paper, a unified variational principle

with two constrained parameters is proposed, and

mathematical characteristics of the variational

equation of the principle are investigated for

analysis of the boundary value problems in linear

elasticity. The principle is based on a mixed

functional obtained by a linear combination of

the total potential energy functional. the modified

Helliger-Reissner functional (Lee and Pian,

1978) and the Hu-Washizu functional with two

constrained parameters. As a necessary condition

of the principle, it is first proved that the Euler

Lagrange equations of the variationals equation

are identical to the governing equations for the

given problem. Then existence of the unique

solution of the variational equation is systemat

ically proved by showing that the energy bilinear

form is weakly-coercive. Applicability of the new

unified variational principle is demonstrated by

showing that displacement based FEM with the

widely used stress/strain smoothing method of

Hinton and Campbell (1974) can be obtained as

a form of mixed FEM based on the variational

equation.
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where n= [nl' nz, n3] T denotes the unit outward
normal vector, T=ToUr. and Tonr.=I=¢.

2. A Unified Variational Principle
with Two Constrained Parameters in

Linear Elasticity

u;=O, i=l, 2, 3 III To
3

~O'unj= T;, i=1,2,3 in T1
j=l

(8)

(9)

2.1 Boundary value problem in linear elas
ticity

Let the domain of an elastic body Q be

bounded in W by a Lipschitz boundary I".
Denote by U= [UI> u-. U3] T the displacement
vector. The linear strain tensor is defined as

2.2 A functional for the unified variational
principle

For the mixed formulation treating displace

ment u, strain e and stress a as independent
variables, one can define admissible sets for the
given problem as

1
cu(u) = U(;,j)=T(u;,j+ Uj,;) i, j=l, 2, 3

(I)

where Uu, and UU,j) denote the partial derivative
of U; with respect to x, and the symmetric gradi
ent tensor of u. respectively. The stress-strain
relationships are given as

U={u={U;}, u;EH1(Q):u,=0,

i=1,2,3, xETo} (10)

E={e={c;,;}, cuEHO(Q):cu=Cj;,

i, j=l, 2, 3} (11)

s= {a = {O'u}, O'ijE HO (Q) :O'u= oo.
i,j=1,2,3} (12)

(15)

(13)

(14)

where H" (0) denotes a Sobolev space of order

m. U, E and S are Hilbert spaces with norms

,,(u, s, a)Il'v=lIulh +/lello+ lIallo (17)

For the unified variational principle of the

linear elastic problem, one can construct a three
field mixed functional on the space V defined as

lIullf= r±{UJ+ t( ~u;)Z}dQ
JD'=l J=I ax,

Ilella=h;t/ucudQ

II alla=h itlO'UO'UdQ

where II • 11mz denotes a square of the m-th order
Sobolev norm.

Let V be the natural product space of U, E
and S. Then V IS also a Hilbert space with the
natural product norm given by

or, as an equivalent norm in the mathematical
sense,

(6)

3

~O'u..;+f;=O, i=1,2,3 in Q (7)
j=l

3 3

/-lm ~ cUcU~ ~ CUklCUCkl
i,J=l iJ.k,l=l

3

~ /-lM ~ eae« (5)
i.J=l

3

O'u (u) = ~ C;jklCkl(u), i, j = 1, 2, 3 (2)
k,l=1

3

CU (u) = ~ DUklO'kl (u), i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3)
k,I=1

where the minimum elastic modules /-lm and the

maximum elastic modules /-lM are positive con
stants.

Denote by f = [II> .13, i3] T the body force vector
in O. When the displacement is suppressed on To
and the traction T= [TI> Ts, T3] T is given on r.,
the state equations are expressed as

where CUkl and DUkl denote the elastic modulus
tensor and its inverse, respectively. The elastic
modulus and its inverse tensors are assumed to be
symmetric and positive definite as

CUkl=Cj;kl=CkIU=CUlk, t. j, k, 1=1, 2, 3
(4)
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(18)

where a and (J are constants subject to

a(J=I=O (9)

1-l-rninin, a} -l-minlu, (J}>0 (20)

This mixed functional is obtained by a linear
combination of the total potential energy func

tional, the modified Hellinger-Reissner func
tional (Lee and Pian, (978) and the Hu-Washizu
functional via the constrained parameters a and

(J.

3. Mathematical Characteristics of
the Unified Variational Equation

3.1 Euler-Lagrange equations
Let (ou, oe, 0(1) E V be the admissible varia

tion of (u, s, (1) E V. Then the first variational

equation of J is given as

O=o[u+a+ (J) r.± (±CijklU(k.O) OUU.i)dQ
JDl.J=1 h.I::::l

- a r .± 6ijOUU.i)dQ
}fJl,J=l

- (J r.± (±CijklCkl) OUU.i)dQ
JDt.J=l k,l=l

-1., ~l T,ou,dr- ~~/;ou,dQ]

+ a r.± (±Dijkl6kl- UU.i» 06ijdQ
JD1.J=1 k,t=1

+(J~'~l (ktlCijkl(Ckl- U(k.O» OCijdQ

(21)

Applying Green's theorem to Eq. (21), one gets

0=-~~Jtl(O+a+(J) ktlCijklU(k,O

- ao., - /3 ±CiiklCkl) +/,]ou,dQ
k.l=l .J

+1., ~[t( 0 +a+ (J)ktlCiikIU(k.O

-a6ii- /3 ±Ciiklckl)ni- T,Jou,dr
k.l=l

+ ra±(±Dijkl6kl- UU.i»)06iidQJD t,J=-l h,t=!

+ r(J.± (± Ciikl(Ckl-U(k,O»)ociidQ)Q ttJ=l k.t=l

(22)
Thus, the Euler-Lagrange equations of the func

tional are obtained as

i;( (l +a+ (J)ktlC;iklU(k.O - ao.,

- (J ±CijklCkl) + 1,=0,
h.I=l ,J

i=1,2,3inQ (23)

tl( (l +a+ (J)ktlC iiklu(k,O-a6ii

- /3 ±Ciiklckl)ni- T,=O,
k.l=l

i=l, 2. 3 on r (24)

a( ±D iikI6kl-U(i.i»)=0. i.j=1,2.3 in Qk.l:!
(25)

(26)

From Eqs. (23) through (26) and the bound

ary condition of U, one can get the same govern
ing equations as Eqs. (I) through (3) and Eqs.
(7) through (9).

3.2 Existence and uniqueness of solutions
Taking (II, e; r) E V instead of (ou, oe, 0(1)

E V, Eq. (21) can be expressed as

Bt.u, e. (1, II, e. r) =/(11), V (II, e• • ) E V
(27)

where an energy bilinear form B(u, e. (1, e. r)

and a load functional 1(II) are defined as

B (u, e. (1, II, e. T)

=0 (l +a+ (J) f± (±CiiklU(k.O))/U.i)dQ
JDt,r=l h,t=!

+ a r±(±DiJkl6(k,o)rijdQ
JDt,J=l h.t=!

- a r.± (6ii)/U'i)+ riiuU.i» dQ
}Dt.J=l

+ (J r.±(±CiJklckl)eijdQ)9,.J=1 k,l=l

- /3 r±(±c.; (Ckl)/(,.iJ+ eklU(,.i))dQ
JDloJ=l h,t=l

(28)

1(11)=01.,~T,)/idr+ ~~f'l/ldQ (29)

Since Ciikl and Dijkl are symmetric, the energy
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3

(JU·=~CijklU(k.lh i,j=1,2,3 (32)
k.l=1

3

(JU=~CijklCk[' i,j=1,2,3 (31)
k.l=1

3

ct= ~ Dijkl(Jkl, i, j =1,2,3 (30)
k.l=l

Applying HOlder's inequality again to Eq.
(40), one can obtain the following inequality

+Ia II r.± «(Jul/(i,j) + ruu(i.j» dQl
)!Jz.J=l

+/ S II r..± CijklCkleijdQl
JQz,J,k,l=l

+ ISIllitttlCukl(CklJ)(i,j)

+ eklU(i,j) )dQl. (39)

Using Eqs, (30) through (32), one can reduce
Eg. (39) to

Iei« s, 0", II, e. ,) 1~ll+a+ S I

Ir± (J1/ J)(i,j)dQ!
)Dz •.J=l

+1 a II r± ctrijdQIin,,}=l

+I a II r.± ((JUJ)(i.j) + ruu(i,j» dQIJQt..J=l

+IS II r± (JueijdQ!
JD',J=l

+IS!J.ctl«(Ju·eij+ru·cij)dQI (40)

IB(u, e. 0", II, e. ,)1~11+a+SIII0""lloll'VsIlIl0

+1alii e'lIoll ,liD+lal (II O"llolI'Vsllllo
+II ,llolI'Vsullo)
+ lSI II 0"'11011 ello+Isl(110'" '11011 ello+II t: '11011 ello)

(41)

Using Eqs, (36) through (38), one can get the
following inequality from Eq. (41):

IB(u, e. <1, II, e, ,)1~11 +a+SluM II'VsullollVsllllo
+M 110"110110"110+Ial (II <1l1oll'Vsllllo+II ,llollVsullo)f..1m
+ISI f..1M II elloll ello+lSI f..1M (\IVsulloll ello+IIV5 1111011 ello)
~ r (\IVsullo +Ilello+II (1110) (II'Vsllilo+lIelio+II ,110)

(42)

(34)

(33)

(35)

(36)

r± (JuctdQ= r.± CUklctdldQ
)!JI,J=1 Jflt.J,k.l=1

2f..1mhit/tctdQ=f..1m Ile'1102

Since the elastic modulus tensor and its inverse

are symmetric and positive definite, one can get
the following inequalities:

r.± (JijctdQ= r.± Dijkl(Jij(JkldQ
JD1.P:=1 JDz,J,k,l=l

1 h 3 12- ~ (Jij(JudQ=-110"1I02

f..1M Qi.j=l f..1M

f..1mllello~ 11000'llo~ f..1MII ello (37)

f..1mll'Vsullo~ II O""llo~f..1MII'V sullo (38)

By Holder's inequality (see, e. g., Oden and
Reddy, 1976), one has

In a similar way, one also can obtain the fol
lowing inequalities

bilinear form is also symmetric about its argu

ments.

For convenience define artificial tensors as
sociated with the independent variables as

From Eqs. (33) through (35), one can get the
following inequalities

where y is a positive constant given as

[Theorem 1J The energy bilinear form B (u, e.

0", II, e, r) is continuous on V.
(Proof) For all (u, e, O")E V and (II, e. ,)

E V, the following inequality holds by definition

of Bi u. e, 0", II, e. r) represented by Eq. (28):

IBt.u, e. 0", II, e, ,)I~ll+a+S I

If± (±CUklU(k./))J)(i,j)dQI
JDt..J=l k,l=l

+1 a IlhitICtpuk1(Jkl)rudQl

y=max {II +a+ S If..1M' lid, Ia If..1M'f..1m

Ia I, IS If..1M} >0 (43)

Since

(44)

one can obtain the following inequality from Eq.
(42)

IBtu. e. 0", II, e, r)1~y(llulh+llello
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Inequality (45) now gives the desired conclu

sion.

[Theorem 2J If the load functional I (v) is

continuous, there exists a unique solution of the

variational equation given by Eq. (27).

(Proof) If it is shown that the energy bilinear

form is at least V-Weakly coercive, the proof is

complete by [Theorem IJ and the Generalized

Lax-Milgram Theorem (see, e. g., Oden and

Reddy, 1976). For this, one may first obtain a set

of inequalities on the energy bilinear form for

four cases according to the values of a and /3

as follows:

(i) a<O, /3<0, and l+a+/3>O
Replacing (v, e, r) in Eq. (28) by (u, -e,

- (5), one has

IB(u, e. (5, u, -e, -(5) = (1+a+f3)

(.± (±C..ikIU<k.l))UU.j)dQ
JDl.J=l h,l=l

-ahitl (ktlDijkIO"kl)O"iidQ

- /3hitl(ktlCiiklCkl)CiidQ (46)

Applying Eqs. (5) and (6) to Eq. (46), one

gets

Bi.u. e. (5, u, -e, -6) ::::::(I+a+f3)Jimll'VsuII0
2

_~/I(5/102- /3Jimllell02
jiM

(47)

Korn's inequality (see, e. g., Oden and Reddy,

1983) for this boundary value problem is given as

(48)

where CK is a positive constant. Substituting Eq.

(48) into Eq. (47), one can obtain the following

desired inequality

B (u, e, 6, u, - e, - 6) :::::: C1(1Iulh2+lleII02+1161Io2
)

=CI/l(U, e, 6)llv2 (49)

where CJ is a positive constant given as

CJ =min {(1 +a+ (3) fl.m CK 2
, _-!!.-,fl.M

- /3fl. m} >0 (50)

Cii ) a<O, /3>0, and l+a>O

Replacing (v, e, r) in Eq. (28) by (u. e. -(5)

and using Eq. (30), one obtains

Bt.u. e. (5, u, e, -(J)=(1+a)

(.± (±CiikIU1k./))U<i,j)dQ
}J;!z,J=l k,l=l

- a f± (±CiikICZI)CUdQ
)Dz,J=l k,l=l

+/3 (±(±Cijkl(Ckl-U<k.I»)(Cii}n l.J=l h,t=l

-uu,j»)dQ (51)

Applying Eq. (5) to Eq. (51), one gets

Bt u. e, (5, u, e. -(5):::::: (l +a)

fl.m ( ±uo» uu,j)dQ
)IJi,}=i

-afl.m (± cuctdQ
)!)I,J=l

+ /3Jimhi~l (cij- U(iJ») (Cij- U(i,j»)dQ

(52)

By Holder's inequality, one has

For any positive constant X' one always has

(54)

From Eqs. (53) and (54), one can obtain

Zlli~lcuUUJ)dQ! :S::ZlIello/l'Vsullo

:s::xlle/l02+.lII'Vsu/l02 (55)x

Substituting Eq. (55) into Eq. (52), one gets

B (u, e, 6, u, e. - 6) :::::: (1+a)Jimll'V su1102
- au« 11e* 1102

+BtLm[ (1- x) Ilello2

+(1- ; )11'Vsullo2]

:::::: [ 1+ a+e(1- ; ) ]tLmll'Vsullo2

- atLmlle*1102+ PtLm (1-z) lIell02
(56)

Letting I > x> 1+!+ /3 and applying Eqs.

(36) and (48) to Eq. (56), one can obtain

Btu; e. 6. u, e. -6) ::::::C2(ilull/+lleII02+1161102
)

=C211(u, e. 6)llv2 (57)

where C2 is a positive constant given as
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C2=min{[1+a+ /3(1- ;)]tlmCK2,-a :;2 '
/3 (1- z) Jlm} >0 (58)

(iii) a>O, /3<0, and 1+/3>0

Replacing (II, e, T) in Eq. (28) by tu; - e, (1)

and using Eq. (30), one obtains

Btu. e, (J, u, -e, (J)=(1+a)

r±(±CiiA1UCk'O)U(i,i)dQ
}JJi,i=1 k,l=l

+ar±(±Ciikddl-UCk,l))(ct-U(i,j))dQ
}JJ;,i=l k,l=l

-/31i~LtlciiAlckl)ciidQ (59)

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (55) into Eq. (59),

one gets

B t u; e. (1, u, - e, (1) ;;::(1 +a) ,um II \7sull02

+ a,um[ (1- x) II e*1102 + ( 1- ; )11\7sull02J

- .8,umlleII02

;;:: [ 1+ a(1 - ; ) + /3J,umll\7sull02

+ a,um (1- z) Ile*1102- .8,umlleII02 (60)

Letting I > x> 1+:+.8 and applying Eqs,

(36) and (48) to Eq. (60), one can obtain

Btu. e, (J, u. -e, (J) ~C3(jlulh2+lleII02+11(J1102)

=C311(u, e, (J)II~ (61)

where C3 is a positive constant given as

C3=min{[1+a(1- ;)+.8]tlmCK2,

a(1-x)~, -.8t1m} > O (62),uM

(iv) a>Oand/3>O

Replacing (II, e, r) in Eq. (28) by (u, e, (1)

and using Eq. (30), one obtains

ei». e, (J, u, e. (J) = r±(±CiiAIU(k,l))U(i,j)dQ
)Qi.i=l R,l=!

+ar±(±Ciikl(dl-U(k,l)))(et-U(i,i))dQ
}JJj,i=1 k,l=l

x/3 r±(±CiiAI(ekl-U1A.Il»)(Cii-U(i,i»dQ
}JJ tJ»1 A,l=l

(63)

Applying Eqs. (5) and (55) to Eq. (63), one

gets

Btu, e, (J, u, e, (J) ~JlmIIVsuII02+atlm[ (1-x)lle*1102

+(1- ; )IIVsuII02]

+I3Jlm[ (1- z) lIeII02+(1- ; )IIVsullo2]

~[1+a(l- ;)+/3(1- ;)}JlmIlVsUllo2

+au«(1- x) lIe*1102+ /3Jlm (1-x) lIell02 (64)

L · I a-r B Iettmg > x> 1+ a+/3 and app ying Eqs.

(36) and (48) to Eq. (64), one can obtain

ei». e, (J, u, e, (J) ~C4(lIull/+lleII02+1I(J1102)

=C411(u, e, (J)llv (65)

where C4 is a positive constant given as

C4=min{[1+a(1- ;)+/3(1- ;)]tlmCk,

-a(l-x)-#-;-, /3(1-X),um} > 0 (66)
,uM

From the results of ( i ) - (iv) and definitions

of supremum and infimum (see, e. g., Johnson

baugh and Pfaffenberger, 1981), one can see that

there always exists a positive constant Co such

that

SUD IB(u, e, (J, II, e, r)I~Coll(u, e, (J)II~>O,
(v,e,rle v

(u, e, (J)E V, (II, e, r)E V, lI(u, e, (J)llv*O
(67)

inf SUD IB(u, e. (J, II, e. r)l~ inf Coll(u,
II(u,',<f)II•• , 1I(""r111•• , lI(u,',<f)II•• ,

e, (J)II~=Co>O (68)

Inequalities (67) and (68) demonstrate that the

energy bilinear form B(u, e, (1, II, e,' r) is

weakly-coercive (see, e. g., Oden and Reddy,

1976). Hence, the proof is complete. In case of

(iv) , the energy bilinear form B (u, e, (J, II, e,

r) is indeed coercive, i. e., V-Elliptic as shown

in Eqs. (65) and (66).

4. Derivation of Theories for Dis
placement Based FEM from the New

Variational Equation

4.1 Galerkin's approximations
Set Us. Sh and B; to be finite dimensional

subspaces of U, Sand E, respectively. Define by

Vh a natural product space of Ui; Sh and E h .

Then VhC V and Galerkin's approximation on
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Since 6, 6*EE.=S., the following equation
is satisfied by Eq. (75):

Applying Holder's inequality to the second

integral of the right-hand-side of Eq. (70), one

has

(85)

(82)

Then each component of stress and strain at

r± (JijeiidQ= f± (±CiiklUth,ll)eijdQ,
JD1,J=1 )Dl.J=l k.I=I

V eEEh (83)

Furthermore, there exists TE S. such that

Thus, the following theorem has been proved:

3

eu= ~ DUhlfhl (80)
h./=1

4.2 Stress/strain finite element equations of

the unified variational equation

It is well known that Eq. (82) represents the

variational state equation of displacement based

FEM, while Eqs. (83) and (84) are the var

iational equations from which stress and strain

solutions can be calculated from the displacement

solution of Eq. (82). It shall now be shown that

the finite element equations of Eqs. (83) and (84)

are identical with the stress and strain smoothing

equations of Hinton and Campbell (1974).

Since E. = S., shape functions of stress and

strain on a finite element space are identically

defined. Therefore, one can define the Jth nodal

shape function N' of stress and strain within an

element by the following function in terms of the

natural coordinate system C;, 7), a):

[Theorem 3J Let U., S. and E. be finite
dimensional subspaces of U, Sand E, respec

tively. Define by V. the natural product space of

U., S. and E•. If a= - /3 and E. = S., then
Galerkin's approximation on the space V. to the

solution of the variational equation given by Eq.

(27) is the function iu, e, 6) E V. such that

r ±(±CUkIUlh,O)lIU,}ldQ=I(II).
JDiJ=l k.i::l

V liEU.

for arbitrary eE Eh- Substituting Eq. (80) into

Eq. (72), one finally obtains

r± cufudQ= r.± UU,}lfudQ,
inl,;=l }Dl,;::l

'rj=TEEhES. (81)

(73)

(76)

3

Tij= ~ Cijklehl
h.I=1

110"- 6*110=0

If± ((Jii- ±CUhlckl)lIU.ildQlS:lll1-l1*IIQIIV'Sllllo
JOt,)::l k,l==l

~lll1-l1'llolllllh, V liE U, (77)

Since one can put, from Eqs. (76) and (77),

i i: ((Jij- ±CijklChl)Y(i,ildQ=O, V vE Vh (78)
}Dl,J=l k,i=l

r±(±Diihl(Jhl)fiidQ= r±UU,ilfijdQ,
lI}i,J=l k,i=l )I}i,j=l

V .ESh (71)

f± (±Cijklchl)eiidQIn 1,;=1 h,i=1

= f± (±CijklUlh'll)eiidQ, V eEEh (72)
}fJt,J=l k,l=l

f± (JijeudQ= f± (±CUhlchl)eiidQ
}SlI.J=1 J!J~.J=l k.i""!

= r.± (JijeiidQ, V eEEh=Sh (75)
JfJt,J=l

for arbitrary TE S h- Substituting Eq. (73) into

Eq. (7 I), one gets

(± (JueudQ= t i: ( ±CUhlUlh.lJ)eudQ,
J!Jt.J~l JDt,J=l h.i=l

'rj eEE.=S. (74)

The right-hand-sides of Eqs, (72) and (74) are

identical, and one can obtain

the space V. to the solution of Eq. (27) is the

function i u; e. 6) E V. such that

Btu, e, 6, II, e. .)=/(11), V(II, e, .)E Vh (69)

If a= - /3, then Eq, (69) can be split as

f± (±CiiklU<h'lJ)lIU'ildQ+ /3 r± ((Jii
}Dl.J=l k.l:=l }Ih,J=1

- ±CiihICkl)lI<i,j)dQ=/(II), V liE U, (70)
h,l=1

In view of the definitions of Sand E as given

in Eqs. (II) and (J 2), one can aeeume E; = Sh'

Then there exists eE E; such that
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any point within an element can be expressed by

where m denots the number of nodes per element,

aL and e~ denote the Ith nodal stress and strain,
respectively. Denote by

where the element in the Ith row and Jth column
of the smoothing matrix [R] and the ]th compo

nents of vectors of {Fij} and {Gij} are given as

Rl] = ( HWJIJld~dTJd1; (92)s:

[Theorem 4] The displacement based FEM
using the stress/strain smoothing method of

Hinton and Campbell is a form of mixed FEM
based on the proposed variational principle.

5. Conclusion

The variational principle proposed in this
paper provides a variational equation identical to

the governing equations for the associated bound
ary value problem in linear elasticity. The energy
bilinear form of the variational equation is sym
metric, continuous and at least weakly- coercive.

Therefore, there exists a unique solution of the
variational equation by the generalized Lax
Milgram Theorem. Because of this feature, the

variational principle can be used for the develop
ment of new improved finite element models.

It is shown that displacement based FEM using

the stress/strain smoothing method of Hinton and
Campbell (1974) can be derived as a special form
of the mixed FEM based on the variational equa
tion. Hence, this variational principle is a unified
one which can provide a complete variational

theory not only for mixed FEM, but also for
displacement based FEM with the stress/strain
smoothing method which was originally devel

oped as a numerical technique lacking any var
iational basis.

equations are identical with the global stress and

strain smoothing equations of Hinton and Camp
bell (1974).

Thus, the following theorem has been proved:

(90)

(91)

(88)

(89)

i,j=1,2,3

i,j=1,2,3

[R]{ O'ij} = {Fij},

[R]{ l ij} = {Gij},

{ 0'd = [a&, a~, , a;JY

{lij}=[eh, et, , eZ}Y

aij (~, TJ, 1;) = t.HI (~, TJ, 1;) a&,
1=1

i,j=1,2,3 (86)

eij (~, TJ, 1;) = t.HI (~, TJ, 1;)e~,
1=1

i,j=1,2,3 (87)

the vectors comstructed from the ij components of
nodal stress and strain.

Since the stress and strain functions are ele
ments of HO (0), Eqs. (83) and (84) are also

valid within each element. Applying Eqs. (86)
through (89) to Eqs. (83) and (84), one obtains

the finite element equations of stress and strain
components within an element as

where Q e is the domain of the element in the

natural coordinate system and I J I is the deter
minant of the Jacobian matrix J relating the
natural coordinate derivative to the global coordi
nate derivative.

Eqs. (90) and (91) are identical with the local
stress and strain smoothing equations of Hinton

and Campbell (1974). When shape functions of
stress and strains are chosen such that aijEH l

(Q) and eijEHI (Q), one obtains, in the a simi
lar way, the stress and strain finite element equa
tions defined on the whole domain. In this case, it

can be easily shown that those finite element
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